ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: May 31, 2007

Subject: Bid# 07-067, (Re-Bid) Two (2) Ergonomic Workstations

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal.

1. Please provide the available space size for the two consoles and or a diagram of the console area.

   There is no diagram of the area available. Total of two consoles is 72 inches in length. This makes each console 36 inches in length

2. Will the console be in an open space or against a wall?

   These two consoles will be facing our existing Zetron Radio Console

3. Will the console require a rack mount for communications equipment?

   No

4. Specify width and depth of desired consoles.

   36 in W each Console totaling 72W inches x 30D
5. Will the monitors be stacked or in-line on console or on articulating arm?

   The Monitors may be stacked or in-line. The measurements given allow for each workstation to accommodate four Monitors whether they are stacked or in-line

6. Will the dispatcher need to see over the console back?

   No

7. Anticipated delivery date or lead time ARO?

   Furniture must be delivered and installed before any other equipment can be installed and operational

8. Need clarification about your wiring requirements.

   As indicated on number 8 requirements for wiring. Must be concealed to prevent accidental contact with any wiring that powers the electrical components of the moving desks and to avoid disconnection of CPU's mounted under the work desk.

9. Do you need other computer peripheral connection?

   No.

10. Required CPU compartment size will increase depth of unit to allow for proper legroom. Please verify.

    The specs that are on the bid are what I require.


    As specified on the Bid minimum of 12 year warrant on furniture and electrical components. Nothing less will be accepted
12. Specification appears to be written from one or more console manufacturers due to the inconsistencies within the spec. If a particular brand is required, please specify. Are you expecting a stock item?

   Multiple manufactures, I have no particular manufacture only what I have seen on WEB sites and at the 911 offices. I only expect what can be built to ergonomically accommodate the Sheriff's Office Communications Center.

13. Are the monitors CRT or LCD? 19” or 21”? (On the old bid addendum it said 19” LCD, but I want to be sure).

   The current bid states 21 in CRT's there will be no changes

14. Is there a room or CAD drawing available so we can space plan where these consoles will go? If not, then should we just provide typical 3-D's?

   Vendors may come and measure location. I have no photos or drawings.

15. Is the total number of CPU's at each console still 4? Bid says each unit must have 4 compartments with each capable of housing 4 CPUs.

   The number of CPU's per console is correct “4”

16. What is the total number of CPUs to be housed at each console?

   “4”

17. Will the furniture be installed in an empty room or will this be a cutover?

   This furniture will be installed at the existing Sheriff's Office Communications Center